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ROLLER GRILL PROFESSIONAL ELECTRIC CREPE MAKER (CFE 400)

WITH THE PROFESSIONAL ELECTRIC CREPE MAKER OF HIGH PERFORMANCE, THE TURN-KEY CREPE SOLUTION IS VERY PROFITABLE!

With the professional electric crepe maker CFE 400, the crepe kit CK 3 (2 spatulas, 2 "T" wooden, 1 greasing pad) and a batch of crepe batter
mix, start your profitable business of crepes and pancakes in just a few days !

Thanks to the enamelled cast-iron crepe maker CFE 400, the gains are significant:

- Real energy saving: Cook your crepes at 200-220 ° C instead of 240 ° C usually recommended on classic cast-iron plates!

- Time saving and guaranteed yield for an excellent cooking result: Cook your crepes in 1 minute instead of the usual 2 minutes and 30
seconds: 60 crepes per hour instead of 26 to 30 on a simple classic crepe maker.

The enamelled cast-iron crepe maker CFE 400 (Ø400 mm) is especially designed for the take-away of crepes or pancakes on the markets
(stands, trailers, food trucks), at festivals, carnivals or associative days.

This professional electric crepe maker CFE 400, very compact, can be built-in into a worktop and easily transported thanks to its small footprint.

 

THE OUTDOOR CREPE MAKER CFE 400 GUARANTEES A PERFECTLY HOMOGENEOUS COOKING WITHOUT HEAT LOSS.

Thanks to the enamelled cast iron plate, the outdoor crepe maker is perfectly smooth. It ensures excellent temperature transfer and true contact
cooking.

The Incoloy heating element is integrated into the cast-iron plate and maintained by 2 counter plates. This spiral heating element guarantees a
constant and precise cooking regulated by thermostat.

Simply grease the electric crepe machine between each baking to get a light and well-golden crepe, perfectly honeycombed, without
caramelization or glazing effect.

The professional electric crepe maker CFE 400 is recognized as the ideal equipment to succeed in also buckwheat pancakes, Indian tampuras,
Indonesian chapatis, blinis etc. This electric crepe machine is also meant to cook fried eggs, to simmer vegetables or to grill meat.

 

Features:

Spiral Heating Element
Commutator-thermostat 0-300 °C
Pilot Light
Wooden "T" Utensil To Spread The Batter Evenly

Options:

Pancakes plate with 6 imprints Ø110 mm each
All stainless steel storage case CK 3 for crepe maker: 2 spatulas, 2 "T" wooden, 1 grease pad
Batch of crepe mix, Roller Grill recipe (10 packs of 1kg)

Dimensions:

400 x 190 mm

Power:

3600 W

Weight:

18 Kg

Country Of Origin:

France

Warranty:
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Hong Kong: Half Year Service Warranty
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